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The aim of the project is to demonstrate on Tore Supra the reliability of a multi-purpose in-vessel Remote Handling inspection system

using a long reach, limited payload carrier. 

This project called AIA (Articulated Inspection Arm) is currently being developed at CEA under a European EFDA workprogram. The

paper describes the detailed design, the manufacturing processes and the results of the first module test campaign in the CEA Tore

Supra ME60 facility, at representative vacuum, temperature and nominal loading conditions. 

The second part of this work that is reported in the paper, concerns the description of the whole integration of the device on the Tore

Supra tokamak that is foreseen to be operated on Tore Supra early 2007.  The deployer system and the 10m long storage vacuum vessel

are presented. 

The robot prototype is fully representative of the deployment carrier system that could be required on ITER. The demonstration on Tore

Supra will help in the understanding of operation issues that could occur in the tokamak vacuum vessel equipped of actively cooled

components. The viewing process that is currently under development is presented in the paper. It will allow close inspection of the

Tore Supra Plasma Facing Components that are representative of the ITER divertor targets in terms of confined environment and

identification of possible tiles failure of CFC carbon tiles. Such viewing process could be used on ITER during the early stage of

operation under a limited radiation level. The AIA technology is also showing promising potential for generic application in alternative

systems for ITER. The feasibility study for viewing inspection of the beam line components in the neutral beam test facility is

presented.

One of the other potential inspection processes that is foreseen to be tested using the AIA carrier in Tore Supra is the laser ablation

system of the CFC armour. It could be fully relevant for the ITER wall detritiation issues. Such process can be simulated on Tore Supra

through the Deuterium inventory under long time plasma discharges. Finally the in-situ leakage localisation of a damaged plasma

facing component is also one of the major ITER maintenance challenges that could use remote handling inspection tools. Preliminary

integration studies of the above listed processes onto the robot are described in the paper.
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